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nothing about recorded observations and texts
of ritual and magic before socialism, let alone
the veracity of the secret transmission that his
subjects claim.
In chapter 10, Mikkel Bille also writes of a
past as absence, only in this case it is the
nomadic past of settled Bedouin. With
settlement has come a stricter Islam of the word
of God with no other intervening materiality
except reminders of the word – the Qur’an as
God. Bedouin still suffer misfortune and
attribute it to envy and the evil eye, ﬁnding
protection in the inscription of the names of God
or other Qur’anic words, but also, in some
cases, in sachets of ﬂint and cumin seeds hung
in cars that deﬂect and absorb the envious eye,
as they used to do when they were hung from
camels. So Bille elides as ‘absence’ the lost past,
nostalgically evoked with these cumin and ﬂint
charms, and the immateriality of God, which he
treats as ‘absence’, although it is surely for
Muslims an all-pervasive presence. There is great
interest in the play of materiality and an
all-pervasive immaterial and all-powerful
presence and its material reminders as a shield
from evil. But ‘absence’ adds what?
In chapter 11, Victor Buchli makes the
important distinction between a theory of sight
(like the evil eye) that is material – the object as
well as the action of seeing being for early and
medieval Christians materially active through the
bodies of ascetics and iconic reminders of
divinity – and sight as an evidential test since the
European scientiﬁc revolution. He seeks to know
both by a conception of relative propinquity
between object or prototype and sight or other
senses, but this depends on an idea of physical
co-presence as immediate propinquity as if we
do not infer from it a hidden reality. He, too,
ignores the all-pervasive immaterial presence of
God in Christian eyes. And he glaringly ignores
Foucault’s ‘gaze’. Then he claims that the digital
transmission of prototypes for materialization in
the sites of their use does away with the
distinctions of immaterial absence from material
presence, as if the ﬁnal object were not material
in comparison with the electronic design.
Finally, in chapter 12, Lynn Meskell has
another version of ‘absence’, as removal, when
she wonders about the removal of bears’ paws
and sealing them in walls and the removal of
human heads from bodies in Çatal Höyük.
Each version of ‘absence’ is interesting, but
the abstraction of instances into the generality of
‘absence’ seems to me to add nothing.
Stephan Feuchtwang London School of
Economics and Political Science

Jindra, Michael & Joël Noret (eds).
Funerals in Africa: explorations of a social
phenomenon. xii, 232 pp., map, illus.,
bibliogrs. Oxford, New York: Berghahn Books,
2011. £50.00 (cloth)
Funerals in Africa contains eight
historical-ethnographic case studies about
various aspects of funerals in Sub-Saharan Africa,
respectively in Zimbabwe, Kenya (two chapters),
Cameroon, Burkina Faso, Benin, and Ghana (two
chapters). In their introduction and ﬁrst chapter
the two editors emphasize that funerals are not
repositories of static ‘traditions’, as some authors
seem to suggest, but practices caught up in
processes of change and globalization, in which
‘the complexities of local social and religious
conditions, family dynamics, and aesthetic
sensibilities ... play key roles’ (p. 32). All
contributions do in fact show the historical
development of funerary rites.
Funerals are more than what they appear to
be: rituals to mark and celebrate the transition
from life to death. They can be political
statements and signs of agency in a racist society
(Terence Ranger about Zimbabwe); stakes to
mark landownership (Yvan Droz about the
Kikuyu in Kenya); a battleground of conﬂicting
concepts of hygiene (Mark Lamont about Meru
funerals in Kenya); manifestations of religious
syncretism (Michael Jindra about the Cameroon
Grassﬁelds); tools of conversion (Katrin
Langewiesche about Burkina Faso);
demonstrations of social prestige (Joël Noret
about South Benin); feasts of visual aesthetics
and commemoration (Marleen de Witte about
Southern Ghana); and inspiration for evil magic
(Jonathan Roberts about Accra, Ghana).
Jan Vansina, who writes a foreword, captures
the most striking conclusion that can be drawn
from this collection of essays: funerary rituals are
full of contradictions. They are for the dead but
even more for the living; they are traditional and
modern; they are celebrations of sociality but
also crises of social cleavage; they are outbursts
of emotion yet carefully planned; they are acts of
extravagance in economically deprived
communities; they waste and produce money;
they are social and political events under a
religious disguise.
What fascinates me most (and is not
mentioned in this volume) is that funerals
produce exemplary forms of planning and
calculation through which people organize
themselves in risk-sharing groups while
policy-makers are unable to convince the same
people to join health insurance. The foresight
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and solidarity that individuals and families show
in preparing themselves for death evaporate
when it comes to protecting themselves against
the high costs of ill health and hospital
treatment.
Another paradox, only brieﬂy discussed in
some chapters, is the role of migrants in the
organization of funerals. Migrated relatives in
richer countries abroad send remittances to help
their relatives at home to build a house, start a
business, attend schools, and pay hospital bills.
But the most inescapable obligation – often to
their dismay – is to contribute to the expenses of
lavish funerals.
Let me pick out two contributions to illustrate
the rich multidimensional and dynamic character
of funerals in Africa. Both Droz and Lamont
describe how local ‘tribes’ in colonial Kenya were
forced by political authorities and missionaries to
abandon their practice of leaving the dead to
scavengers such as hyenas and vultures and start
to bury their deceased. Droz, writing about the
Kikuyu, focuses on the opportunities that this new
rule offered. Burial, which was at ﬁrst reserved for
the high ranked, now became available to all and
thus democratized the digniﬁcation of death. But
the rule of interment also provided a new
possibility to distinguish between those who had
lived successfully and those who had not. Being
buried on one’s own land was a token of success
and respect, but a grave in a public cemetery
signiﬁed a less than successful life. Conversely, this
way of indicating the merits of the deceased led to
concerted efforts to purchase land. Thus, a grave
on one’s own land worked in two directions: it
promoted landownership and became a measure
of a successful life.
Lamont, who describes roughly the same
historical process, from scavenging to burial,
among the Meru people, focuses on the conﬂict
between local views and ideas of colonizers and
missionaries concerning pollution and hygiene.
For the Meru people, touching a dead body was
extremely polluting and led to illness and other
misfortune, whereas the colonial agents tried to
impose their concepts of hygiene and forbade
the practice of non-burial. Funerals, thus,
became an arena where this clash was played
out. Converts to Christian churches, who buried
their dead in the Western way, became living
proofs of the superiority of the imported
concept of hygiene; funerals became
demonstrations of a new public health ideology.
Thanks to its historical approach, this book is
a valuable addition to the already rich
ethnographic literature on African funerals.
Sjaak van der Geest University of Amsterdam

Schneider, Katharina. Saltwater sociality: an
ethnography of Pororan Island, Bougainville,
Papua New Guinea. vii, 234 pp., maps, ﬁgs,
illus., bibliogr. Oxford, New York: Berghahn
Books, 2012. £59.00 (cloth)
In this beautifully written monograph, Katharina
Schneider transports us to Pororan, a small
island to the north of Buka, Bougainville. After
pulling us along with her through an evocative
depiction of her arrival for doctoral ﬁeldwork in
2004, her analysis of life and movement on
Pororan is then laid out in an introduction, six
chapters, and a conclusion. Although she
originally aimed to spend ﬁeldwork comparing
Pororan with ‘mainland’ Buka, a decision early
on in ﬁeldwork led her to focus primarily on
Pororan. By highlighting the centrality of
movement to Pororan sociality, and indicating
how relations on Pororan are objectiﬁed though
movement, this decision none the less enabled
her to contrast Porarans’ attention to
indeterminate movements with the ‘straight’
roads of Buka.
The introduction provides useful context,
including history of Pororan and Bougainville. A
particularly welcome touch is Schneider’s
account of how she explored Pororan
movement. Her methods included watching,
listening, exploration of language and gestures,
and moving herself. Such straightforward
descriptions can be hard to ﬁnd in ethnographic
writing, but are remarkably useful for aspirant
ethnographers contemplating ways of achieving
insight into social life.
Chapter 1 is an account of ﬁshing practice,
reﬂecting the origin story told on Pororan. Men
and women are ungendered while ﬁshing until
the point at which a ﬁsh bites. It is then that
relations, including gender, emerge. Pororans
may also take to the sea when relations become
difﬁcult. In this chapter, roror is ﬁrst introduced.
Meaning ‘going around’, roror reﬂects
indeterminate, somewhat unplanned movement.
Later, roror is contrasted with moror, which
describes deﬁnite movements, or roads, that
make relations visible. For ‘saltwater’ Pororans,
roror is central to their sea-based lives.
In chapter 2, entitled ‘Kin on the move’,
Schneider shows how movement and kinship are
interconnected and outlines Pororan descriptions
of matriliny. Considerable skill is used here to
link generalities about Pororan kinship with
examples of relatedness in action. Pororans
describe relations though movement, as they
talk about men pulling women into marriage,
coming, going, leaving, returning, and
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